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Please find attached testimony for LUC members at this week's EIS hearing.
David Jenkins
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LUC DOCKET A10-786 OLOWALU TOWN


TESTIMONY ON THE FINAL EIS.





My name is David Jenkins and I am testifying on  the Oluwalu Town EIS as an individual. I am a resident of Launiupoko, Lahaina.





I am requesting that the LUC reject the developer’s EIS because :-





1.. several sections of it are misleading through overstating benefits and understating costs to the community. The financial benefit will accrue to the developer while the likely real social costs, schools, public safety, traffic congestion, environmental damage etc. will be externalized to the community. The idea of no environmental impact on all fronts that is presented by this EIS lacks credibility.


2.. consultants are using best case scenarios and failing to conduct sensitivity analysis on alternatives i.e. if there is a difference in 


assumptions what are the differences in outcomes, does a small difference have a large effect? The economic analysis by ACM, Appendix M, seems particularly wayward. It seems to be dangling shiny objects in front of interest groups..4800 construction jobs, labor unions, check, more taxes, local politicians, check, lots of property to sell, realtors, check. The LUC should critically examine such ‘expert’ testimony. 


3.. the environmental risks to a sensitive coastal area of planting a new town with population the size of two Paia s are large and damage will be irreversible if the project goes ahead and these assertions of ‘no impact’ are not borne out.


4.. the the project is being put forward as if there is widespread community support or enthusiasm for a new town when it is clearly developer driven. There has been a change of mind by the developer on their original plan to resurrect the area as agricultural land. A reading of the correspondence in the Appendices from the owners who bought agricultural lots originally and who now feel deceived makes that rather clear. Somewhere in the last ten years the decision was taken to maximize ROI on their financial investment rather than stick to the original expressed intention of reviving agriculture on the abandoned sugar cane lands. The whole ‘talk story’ process Appendices A and T together with Appendix H on cultural impact seem rather transparently cover for this financial reality.





I am not an expert testifier in technical areas, but I had a 30 year career in Marketing so I can recognize a marketing pitch when I see one and this document is not really an EIS, it is a very long marketing document designed to facilitate re-zoning. 





Let’s take the section on traffic for instance where the analysis put forward is underpinned by statistical models that the consultant says are widely used in the US. One of the cardinal rules of statistical modeling is ‘garbage in, garbage out’ and I would contend that the assumptions make this ‘village’ seem far more self contained in terms of internal versus external car trips than is credible for a settlement straddling the main Westside highway between Lahaina and Kahului. The assumptions would perhaps fit somewhere as geographically isolated as Hana but not this location. I would encourage the LUC to ask for alternative assumptions to be modeled where a far higher proportion of the population travel both direction. And modeled for the likely population of children being bussed or driven since there is no provision by the developer of a school.


If there is any doubt about unintended traffic consequences you need look no further than the traffic light put in on the highway at the bottom of Hokeokeo Place, above  Puamana, when the ‘by-pass’ opened. That one light has totally altered traffic flows back to Olowalu, sometimes the Pali…. I doubt the models used for Olowalu would have predicted that! 





Again I am no expert, but ACM’s assumption of thousands of construction jobs with accompanying ripple effects to the rest of the economy looks far fetched. The LUC should critically review the claim of over 10,000 individuals supported by 4800 jobs in the analysis. Most economists would not describe 480 jobs as 4800 created because the project lasts 10 years. I think it is fair to question whether the professional skills of property appraisers are sufficient and credible in what is really as important area of social policy…does the island really need this town at all given the data on existing building entitlements and what would real economists conclude about costs and benefits?





The issue of sewage treatment this close to the Olowalu reef is yet another example where you don’t need to be an expert to see the EIS seems a very thorough technical analysis. However when ocean experts disagree with the developer’s consultant about irreversible damage to the reef perhaps the LUC should be worried. 


Again you do not need to be an expert to wonder whether an artificially created 2 acre wetland in what is currently a bone dry area might not be creating a mosquito breeding ground…not a trivial risk now we have Dengue Fever on the island. The wetlands seem to be a crucial component of the sewage plan so should the developer be allow to subject us all to such risk.





I am sure other testifiers can address a wide range of technical objections to the EIS but overall it just is not credible that dropping two Paia s in to this empty area will have the claimed minimal effect.





Finally I would ask the LUC to consider this marketing truism…  promise and product need to match.


The heavy ‘sell’ of this EIS seems to be all advantage and no disadvantage…this is the promise. In contrast what the product will be is very uncertain and the EIS unashamedly states this.  The developer is asking you to ‘press go’ and trust them; they will work it out as market conditions dictate. Deciding whether to create a new town on Maui in this location should be a public policy decision not driven primarily by the financial requirements of the developer.


Respectfully


David Jenkins













